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IS THIS THERE AN INTELLIGENCE MOVE IN THE POLITICAL SALSA OF CUBA-
USA RELATIONS?
US intentions with Cuba

MIAMI, 01.06.2016, 18:27 Time

USPA NEWS - This article is about questions everyone has on the new approach US to CUBA. Intelligence move? Solidarity with
Cuban socialism? However, since the disappearance of the socialist society in the Soviet Union, the economic restructure of this
social and political experiment has changed a lot in Cuba.

I remember 1961 when the Cuban-American political salsa began. I still was right there, in Cuba, and a lot of persons in the country
believe that the Americans “los pati-blancos“� (the white-legs) would disembark in Cuba and kicked the Communists. But I also saw a
lot of young people dressed with the militias uniform: long sleeves shirts of light blue denim, olive green pants, a black beret, with a
very short Checks submachines or R-2 rifles, and ugly war faces. That´s why I don´t believe that the War Faces was an invent of other
places.

Now, the political salsa of the Cuba-US affairs has another development and it is in the cruise of pleasure Adonia and around the
corner of a dock at Havana Harbor in the Cuba´s capital city where it goes. The ship Adonia, the “Crucero de placer“� of the Carnival
enterprise started to make some kind of “diplomatic“� voyages between Miami and Cuba to begin the new phase of this old political
salsa.
Is this an intelligence move by the US President Barak Obama? Does he sympathize with the Cuban socialism? Both?
The US and Cuba began diplomatic relations again on July 20 of 2015, after a very long time-space of cold clashes which almost
conduct both countries to a real confrontation, when the Soviet Union was trailed by Fidel Castro in 1961.

And the Missiles Crisis of the Caribbean emerged. "The Cuban Thaw" is what the media named it since the dynamic of diplomatic
normalizing between Cuba and the US started.
Since then, President Barack Obama has tried to make a real approaching to the Cuban political runner Raúl Castro who has done a
policy of moves in order to have more and better benefits. What is the real content behind this movement of approaching Cuba by the
US president? Will it have a real substance of intelligence that we don´t see?

Anyway, when the first voyage of the Adonia get closer to Havana, young people in the streets sing, drink beer that only God knows
how they get them because there was a crisis of this drink, and shouting wildly in favor of the start of the relationship. Of course for
them it means a little material advantages that they don´t have.
For this young people, that is like emphatically says in a TV commercial a lawyer in defense of a non-known pizza in a small town of
the United States: "¡It is perfectly legal!"
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